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There are a lot of programming languages, but very few of them are accepted by the
programmers.
Currently, the programmers have numerous options to select the programming
language, the ability and implementation of each language is quite different from other,
so it is important to understand the functions of each language before selecting it for
your career.
So, this Lecture provides you with comprehensive information about different types of
programming language, and functions of these languages and differences between
languages in a more useful way.





Programming languages for computers are developed with the primary objective of
facilitating a large number of persons to use computers without the need to know in
detail the internal structure of a computer.

The ideal language would be one which expresses precisely the specification of a
problem to be solved, and converts it into a series of instructions for a computer.

In actual practice, a detailed algorithm to solve a problem is the starting point and it
is expressed as a program in a programming language.



All modern programming languages are designed to be machine independent.

In other words, the structure of the programming language would not depend upon
the internal structure of a specified computer; one should be able to execute a
program written in the programming language on any computer regardless of who
manufactured it or what model it is.

Such languages are known as high level machine independent programming
languages.



Compiler

A compiler is a special program that processes statements written in a particular programming
language and turns them into machine language or "code" that a computer's processor uses.

Typically, a programmer writes language statements in a language such as Pascal or C one line at a
time using an editor. The file that is created contains what are called the source statements.

When executing (running), the compiler first parses (or analyzes) all of the language statements
syntactically one after the other and then, in one or more successive stages or "passes", builds the
output code, making sure that statements that refer to other statements are referred to correctly in
the final code.

Traditionally, the output of the compilation has been called object code or sometimes an object
module .The object code is machine code that the processor can execute one instruction at a time.



In some operating systems, an additional step was required after compilation - that
of resolving the relative location of instructions and data when more than one
object module was to be run at the same time and they cross-referred to each other's
instruction sequences or data.

This process was sometimes called linkage editing and the output known as a load
module.

A compiler works with what are sometimes called 3GL and higher-level languages.
An assembler works on programs written using a processor's assembler language.

Compiler



An interpreter is a computer program that is used to directly execute program
instructions written using one of the many high-level programming languages.

The interpreter transforms the high-level program into an intermediate
language that it then executes, or it could parse the high-level source code and
then performs the commands directly, which is done line by line or statement by
statement.

Interpreter



Programming languages are implemented in two ways: interpretation and
compilation. As the name suggests, an interpreter transforms or interprets a high-
level programming code into code that can be understood by the machine (machine
code) or into an intermediate language that can be easily executed as well.

The interpreter reads each statement of code and then converts or executes it directly.
In contrast, an assembler or a compiler converts a high-level source code into native
(compiled) code that can be executed directly by the operating system (e.g. by
creating a .exe program).

Compiler & Interpreter



In most cases, a compiler is preferable since its output runs much faster compared to a
line-by-line interpretation. Rather than scanning the whole program and translating it into
machine code like a compiler does, the interpreter translates code one statement at a time.

While the time to analyze source code is reduced, especially a particularly large one,
execution time for an interpreter is comparatively slower than a compiler. On top of that,
since interpretation happens per line or statement, it can be stopped in the middle of
execution to allow for either code modification or debugging.

Compilers must generate intermediate object code that requires more memory to be linked,
contrarily to interpreters which tend to use memory more efficiently.

Compiler & Interpreter



Since an interpreter reads and then executes code in a single process, it very useful for
scripting and other small programs. As such, it is commonly installed on Web servers,
which run a lot of executable scripts. It is also used during the development stage of a
program to test small chunks of code one by one rather than having to compile the
whole program every time.

Every source statement will be executed line by line during execution, which is
particularly appreciated for debugging reasons to immediately recognize errors.
Interpreters are also used for educational purposes since they can be used to show
students how to program one script at a time.

Compiler & Interpreter

Programming languages that use interpreters include Python, Ruby, and JavaScript, while programming languages that use compilers

include Java, C++, and C.



Low-level Languages 

-Machine Languages 

-Assembly Languages 

Middle-level Language

High-level Languages 

Very High-level Languages

Higher level Languages 





LOW-LEVEL LANGUAGES

Low-level languages are direct machine codes or very close to the machine. It provides a little or
no abstraction from a computer's instruction set architecture. The word “low” here refers to the
small or nonexistent amount of abstraction between the language and machine language. Such
types of languages are very close to the hardware.

There is no need of the translator such as compiler, interpreter for such type of languages. All the
low-level programs are very quickly run able on computer machines and a very few memory space
is needed as comparative to the high-level language programs. Such types of languages are simple,
but are difficult to use because of so many technical details which must be memorized by the
developers.

A computer can only understand and execute the instructions of the languages which are in the
form of 0‟s and 1‟s (Binary number system). Low-level languages are machine oriented and always
require the extensive knowledge of the computer architecture (computer hardware & computer
configuration).



There are two types of low-level languages named machine languages and assembly 
languages.

Machine Languages

Assembly Languages 

LOW-LEVEL LANGUAGES



These are the lowest and most basic level of programming languages. It was the first type of computer
language developed. The computer can understand only the special signals, which are the high level current
and the low –level current and 1‟s and 0‟s represent them respectively.

These are the only languages which are directly understood by the computers. A series of codes is supplied to
the computer then it identifies the fed code and converts them in to the electrical signals to run it as required.
As an example:

1010 0011 0001 1001 (Machine Language) 
ADD R3, R1, R9 (Assembly Language) 

Applications of Machine Languages: It was used by the programmers when there was no computer language,
but now many options are available for programming. The programming in machine languages needs a lot of
time to learn and to document. So it's always avoided by the programmers. Assembly languages are used in place
of them.

Machine Languages 



The language, which uses binary digits, is called the machine level language. Machine
language has its own pros and cons.

1. First Generation Languages: It is the first generation computer languages.

2. Machine Dependent: It says that the program instructions which are designed for one
kind of machine cannot be utilized on another kind of machine.

3. Fast processing: the machine language programs are very quick to run.

4. Error prone: The instructions are written using 0's and 1's, so it is a very cumbersome
task. Hence, there are more chances of error prone codes in these languages.

Machine Languages 

*error prone means able to have a mistakes



5. Difficult to use: The binary digits (0 and 1) are used to represent the complete data or instructions, so it is a tough
task to memorize all the machine codes for human beings.

6. Difficult of debug: When there is a mistake within the logic of the program then it is difficult to find out the error
(bug) and debug the machine language program.

7. Difficult to understand: It is very difficult to understand the existing programs; it requires a great knowledge of
machine code with the system architecture.

8. Efficient code for the Machine: The coding of the machine language programs is very efficient for the machine.

9. No need of Translator: The machine code is directly understood by the machines, so no need of the translator.

11. Need to remember a lot of machine codes: We have to remember a lot of machine codes for programming in these
languages.

12. Need to remember all memory addresses: We have to remember all memory addresses for programming.

Machine Languages 


